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Link cobordism

Sylvain E. Cappell and Julius L. Shaneson

Introduction

In this paper it is shown that, contrary to previous beliefs, link cobordism does

not reduce to knot cobordism. This is a conséquence of a study of link cobordism
that applies the global methods of homology équivalences introduced in [CS2].

An m-link in the (n + 2)-sphere Sn+2 is a smooth oriented sub-manifold
Xn a Sn+2, where Xn X^U • • • U X^ is the ordered disjoint union of m manifolds
that are piecewise linearly homeomorphic(1) to the n-sphere. Two m-links Xo

2o,i U • • • U XOym c Sn+2 and Xx c Sn+2 are said to be cobordant if there is a

smooth oriented submanifold Vc Sn+2x[0, 1], piecewise linearly homeomor-
phic(1) to Xox[0, 1], which meets the boundary transversely in dV, so that
Vfl(Sn+2xi) Xt for i=0, 1. Let C(n, m) dénote the set of cobordism classes(2)

of m-links in Sn+2. Thus C(n, 1) Cn is the usual knot cobordism group.
Links can arise from singularities of complex aigebraic hyper-surfaces. More

generally, recall that the global understanding of knot cobordism via homology
équivalences, given in [CS2], was a key ingrédient for the study of piecewise
linear embeddings and immersions and their singularities [CS3] [CS4] [CS5] [CS6]
[CS7] [CS8] [CS9]. A similar global point of view on links could enhance the

study of singularities and multiple points of P.L. singularities and could also serve
as a point of departure for the study of embeddings, immersions and singularities
of a class of objects wider than the class of manifolds. In addition, a description by
invariants of the Seifert surface type(3) as in [L] for knot cobordism, does not yet
exist for links.

A link Xn c Sn+2 is said to be split if the components Xn 1 < i < m, are
contained in mutually disjoint disks in Sn+2. It apparently has been believed for
some time (see [Gl] [G2] and [G3], and the review of [G3], MR54 #3709) that

1 This is the same as homeomorphic except possibly for n 4,3
2 By smoothing theory, C(n, m) can also be descnbed as concordance classes [H] of P L locally flat

embeddings of a union of disjoint copies of Sn in Sn+2
3 "Local invariants", from our point of view
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every link (or at least every boundary link, but see [G2]) is cobordant to a split
link, for n> 1. This is équivalent to the assertion that the map

given by placing knotted sphères into disjoint disks, is a bijective map (it is

obviously injective). Thus questions about higher dimensional link cobordism
would reduce to the case of knots.

This paper begins the study of links from the global point of view of [CS2]. In
particular we show:

THEOREM 1. For m>2 and n>4 odd, there exist infinitely many distinct
cobordism classes of m-links in Sn+2, nom of which contains a split link.

In other words, the map <£ is actually very far from surjective. The cobordism
classes constructed will actually contain boundary links that also hâve the prop-
erty that each component is unknotted; i.e., isotopic to the trivial knot. With more
care, one can arrange examples with each (m - l)-sublink trivial, given m.

Theorem 1 has an interesting interprétation in terms of non-locally flat
piecewise linear cobordism. It is well-known that, if the smoothness hypothèses
are dropped from the définition, every P.L. (not necessarily locally flat or
smoothable) knot is concordant to the trivial knot (see [H]). From Theorem 1 it is

not hard to show that arbitrary P.L. link cobordism is highly non-trivial; in fact,
the set of cobordism classes of P.L. (not necessarily locally smoothable) m-links in
Sn+2 will not be finite, for m>2 and n>2.

An m-link 2naSn^2 is called a boundary link if there are smooth disjoint
orientable submanifolds Uu...,Um with dUt X?. Equivalently, let Fm be the
free group on generators xu xm. Then Xn <= Sn+2 is a boundary link if and
only if there is a homorphism of 7T1(Sn+2-Xn) onto Fm that sends a meridian(4)
about 2" to x, (see 1.1 below and [Gl]). Similarly one defines boundary
cobordism of boundary links; see §1 for the exact définition. Let B(n,m) dénote
the boundary cobordism classes of boundary m-links in Sn+2. Let ij/:B(n, m)—*
C(n, m) be the natural map; note that for m 1, ^ is an isomorphism.

This paper détermines B(n,m) in terms of the algebraic K-theoretic objects
introduced in [CS2], and uses them for some explicit calculations. Let

4 As long as one keeps the requirement that the homomorphism be onto, it is équivalent to require
merely that a mendian map to a conjugate of x, Recall that a mendian is a fibre of a tubular
neighborhood of X%
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be the augmentation map of the intégral group ring of Fm. Let f^^) dénote the

algebraically defîned abelian group given in [CS2], and let tj(2Fm) dénote the
cokernel of the natural map from the L-group Lt(Fm) to r,(&m). Let sAm dénote
the automorphisms of Fm that carry each x, to a conjugate of itself, modulo
inner automorphisms. By naturality s&m acts on f^^). Let

if /= 2
mOd4*

lo b
THEOREM 2. For n>2, B(n, m) is isomorphici5) to

In particular, it follows (see Theorem 6.1 below) from calculations in [CS2]
that B(n, m) 0 for n even, a resuit of Kervaire [K] for m 1 and of Gutierrez
[Gl] for m > 1. The above theorem for m 1 is a resuit of [CS2].

The précise nature of the isomorphism of Theorem 2 is discussed below.
However, recall that the F-groups represent obstructions for normal maps to

be cobordant to homology équivalences with prescribed coefficients (trivial integer
coefficients in the présent case). The isomorphism of Theorem 2 then arises from
the view-point that the question of whether two links are cobordant is essentially
the same as the question of whether their closed compléments are cobordant as

manifolds, relative boundary, via a cobordism that has the homology of a product
with [0,1].

Now, an algebraic calculation given below shows that the natural map from m
copies of fn+3(^j) to rn+3(&m) has a non-fînitely generated cokernel. (On the ith

copy, this map is induced by mapping Ft to the subgroup generated by xr
Actually the équivalent fact that the natural map

has a big kernel is what appears below). It follows that B(n,m) cannot split as a

sum of copies of B(n, 1) CM.

If the map il*:B(n, m)-* C(n9 m) that forgets the "boundaryness" happens to
be an isomorphism, then Theorem 2 provides a complète algebraic description of

5 For boundary links one can show that connected sum along curves that miss the intenors of
bounding surfaces induces a group structure. But the proof of this seems to require some modification
to make the fundamental group of the complément free; see below or [Gl].
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link cobordism, and Theorem 1 then follows from what has just been said.

However, it does not seem to be definitely known whether or not ifr is bijective.(6)

Let 3Fm ab : Z[Fm/[Fm, Fm]]-^> Z be the augmentation of the free abelian group. To

prove Theorem 1 we show (in §7) that it is possible to detect many éléments in

C(n, m), and non-splitting in particular, by passing to fn+3(^mab). Because the
free abelian group on more than one generator is not a high dimensional link
group, this requires a number of délicate arguments. The invariants involved in
the calculation mentioned above actually detect éléments in rn+3(^mab), modulo
the image of (fn+3(^1))m, so that Theorem 1 follows.

The paper concludes with some remarks on the map t/r and its possible
relations to algebraic questions.

§1. Boundary links

Let X Xx U... U Xm c Sn+2 be an m-link. Then X has a tubular neighbour-
hood

D2 the 2-disk, and for n>2 the embedding of ^xD2 is unique up to ambient
isotopy relative X. For x, g Xt, xt x dD2 is called a meridian of Xt or an ith meridian
of X. The orientation of 5, a fixed orientation of Sn+2, and a convention (assumed
settled once and for ail) give an orientation to each meridian. Thus, if each

meridian is connected to a basepoint, one obtains éléments of 7rl(Sn+2-X)9
well-defîned up to conjugation. Thèse are also called meridians, or meridianal
éléments. For a fixed choice of meridianal éléments we thus obtain a

homomorphism

PROPOSITION 1.1. (Compare [Gl]). X c Sn+2 is a boundary link if and only

if t splits for some choice of meridians.

Proof. (Outline) If t splits, realize the splitting as a map of Sn+2-X to the

1-point union Sxv.. .v S1 of m circles and apply transversality (away from the

common point) to obtain disjoint surfaces bounding the components.

6See [G2] The failure of i// to be surjective would provide différent types of examples of

non-sphttable cobordism classes
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Conversely, say Xt d V,, 1 < i < m, with V, disjoint. Suppose that VC\T, T as

above, is a boundary collar of V, and let V= V—Int VHT. Apply the Thom-
Pontrjagin construction (see e.g. [Sto]), in a relative form to (V, dV) in (Sn+2-
Int T, dT). The resuit is a map of Sn+2-Int TtoS1v...vS1. The induced map
on fundamental group is easily seen to carry suitable meridians to generators

*!... xm9 where Fm irj^v... vS1), x, represented by the ith circle.

By Stalling's theorem [St], a map t given as above by a choice of meridians
induces a monomorphism of Fm into (ir^/Oirs)^ (tt^)^ the intersection of the
terms in the lower central séries. Thus if t splits, it induces an isomorphism of Fm

with (rr^/iir^. Let a map 0 : ttx -* Fm be called a splitting map (for the link X) if
it is surjective and carries meridians to conjugates of the generators.(7) Then 0

induces an isomorphism (irx)l(irx)w -* Fm. The next resuit follows:

PROPOSITION 1.2. Any two splitting maps for an m-link X in Sn+2 differ by an
automorphism of Fm that sends xx to a conjugate of x» 1 < i < m.

Results analogous to 1.1 and 1.2 also hold for boundary cobordisms, which
will be defined momentarily. The détails of 1.2 are left to the reader.

An Fm-link will be defined as an m-link Xn <= Sn+2, together with a splitting
map 0. Two Fm-links (Xt <= Sn+2, ^ t), i 0,1, are said to be cobordant if there is a

cobordism VczSn+2xI of IocSn+2 with 21aSn+2 and a surjective map of
7r1(Sn+2x/- V)—? Fm that agrées with 0O and Q\ under composition with the
natural maps from ttXo an(^ Tii to /n-1(Sn+2x J— V), up to an inner automorph-
ism(8) of Fm. Such a cobordism will be called an Fm-cobordism. Let Cn(Fm) dénote
the Fm-cobordism classes of Fw-links in Sn+2. Also, define boundary links to be

boundary cobordant if they hâve splitting maps for which the resulting links are

Fm-cobordant.
Let sdm dénote the group of automorphisms of Fm that map each xt to a

conjugate, modulo inner automorphisms. Clearly sim acts on Cn(Fm) by composition

with the splitting map.

PROPOSITION. 3. B(n,m) Cn(Fm)/sdm.

This follows easily from 1.1 and 1.2

Note. Suppose that it is a link group with given normal generators £u £m,

i.e., by [K], it is finitely generated, H1{tt) Zm, H2(tt) 0. Then Cn(-Tr) can be
defined, similarly, as cobordism classes of links with maps of the group of the
complément onto ir that carry an ith meridian to a conjugate of 4-

7 See footnote 4
8 This is necessary because of ambiguity m the choice of basepomt
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§2. Characteristk and complementary maps for links

Let X*(m, n) S\v-vS1mvSï+1v-v S^ be the indicated one-point
union of (oriented) circles and (n + l)-spheres. Let Y*(m, m) be the disjoint union
of m-copies (SnxS1),, l<i<m of SnxS\ Let g : Y*(m, n)-+X*(m, n) be the

map defined as follows: for i^ 1, m, define g | (S1 xSn\ by first collapsing ptxSn
to a point, to obtain S1\/Sn+l. Then map the circle summand to S,1 homeomor-
phically with degree one, and the (n + l)-sphere so as to represent the différence
of the homotopy class(9) represented by S^1 and S^1; i.e., [Sln+1]-[S,n-i1]. For
i 1, do the same thing, but map the (n + l)-sphere so as to represent [S?+1], and,
for i m, map it to represent —[S^L\]. This defines g up to homotopy. Let
X*(m, n) be the mapping cylinder of g.

PROPOSITION 2.1. (X*(m, n), Y*(m,n)) is a simple Poincare pair (as

defined in [W], for example), of dimension (n + 2).

In fact (X*, Y*) has the (simple) homotopy type of the m-fold interior
connected sum of S1*Dn*1 with itself. In the présent paper, however, only the

foliowing easy fact is used essentially: (X*, Y*) satisfies Poincare duality with
respect to integer coefficients; i.e., there is a class in Hn+2(^*> ^V> Z), cap product
with which induces isomorphisms of H'(X*; Z) with Hn+2_t(X^ Y*; Z).

We will identify ti^X* with Fm, so that S,1 represents xx.

If 7T is any link group, a similar construction using K(tt, 1) instead of a wedge
of circles yields (X^tt), Y*). If tt has no higher intégral homology, then one still
obtains an intégral Poincare complex.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let incSn+2 be an m-link with tubular neighborhood
T XxD2cz Sn+2 and let ad:dT^>Y*= Y*(m, n) hâve the form Kxidsi on each

component, K a degree one map of (oriented) homotopy n-spheres. Let 6 be a

splitting map for Sn <= Sn+2. Then ad extends to a map

a : (Sn+2 - Int T) -> X*(m, n) X*

that induces 0 on fundamental groups and that induces isomorphisms on homology
groups with integer coefficients.

The map a will be called a complementary map for the Fm-link (Xn c Sn+2, 6).
Note that it has degree one, because its restriction to the boundary does.

9 The common point in the 1-pt. union is the basepoint.
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Consider the union of X* with m-copies of SnxD2 attached along Y*, Z*
say. Then Z* has the homotopy type of Sn+2 (this is easy to see) and contains a

link X*, the (ordered) union of m copies of Sn x 0 c Sn x D2. Clearly a can be

completed to a degree-one map â : Sn+2 -» Z*, transverse regular to 2* with
(â)~154C X The map â is called a characteristic map of the link X^Sn+2; it
expresses X as the inverse image of a trivial link, in view of the discussion

following Proposition 2.1.

Proof of 2.2. For l<i<n, ^(X*) is trivial, and irn+1(X*) is the free module
over the intégral group ring Z[Fm], generated by the classes [SJ+1],... [Sm^il-
The map ad can easily be extended to the relative 2-skeleton of (X, dT), where

X Sn+2-Int T, so as to induce 0 on the fundamental group.
There remains a single obstruction to completing this extension to ail of X,

o(e*a, 0)eHn+2(X, dT; irn+t(X*)). By Poincare duality, this homology group with
local coefficients is isomorphic to H0(X; 7rM+1(X+)). Since 0 is onto, it is an
exercise in the définitions of homology with local coefficients that the coefficient
homomorphism a : irn+i(X#)-> 7rn+1(XHc)®z[Fm]Z Zm~1 induces an isomorph-
ism of H0(X; irn+1(X*)) and the homology group H0(X; Zm"1) with trivial
coefficients. So the map

a* : Hn+2(X, dT; 7rn+1(X*))- Hn+2(X, dT; Z"1"1)

induced by a is also an isomorphism. Thus it suffices to show that a*{o{ady 6)) 0.

The target of a* can be thought of as the free abelian group generated by
[SJ+1],..., [S^J. Let tt, :Xs|s-»SJn+1 dénote the obvious map. Write

Then ft[SJn+1] (7rJ)Hîa%o(/, 6). But by naturality of obstructions, the right hand

term is just the obstruction in Hn+2(X, dT; 7rn+1(SJn+1)) Hn+2(X, dT; Z) to ex-
tending irpia to ail of X. From degree considérations it follows easily that this
obstruction vanishes. Thus a*(o(ad9 0)) 0. Thus a exists. Since it has degree one
(as ad does), it induces a surjection on intégral homology, by 2.1. But X and X*
hâve isomorphic (and finitely generated) homology, by Alexander duality for X
and direct calculations for X*. The final statement of 2.2 follows.

A relative form of 2.2 is also needed, to apply to a cobordism. However, in the
relative case there are some new twists.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (^ c Sn+2, «,), i 0,1, n>2 be Fm-links in Sn+2,

and suppose that they represent the same éléments in Cn(Fm). Let T,=5,xD2c
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S"4"2 be tubular neighborhoods, and let at : Sn+2-Int Tt -» X*(m, n) X* be com-
plementary maps, as in 2.2. Then there is a cobordism V<= Sn+2x[0,1] of
20cz Sn+2 and Xxc Sn+2, with tubular neighborhood T=VxD2 meeting Sn+2x i in
Tt for i 0,1, and maps

A:Sn+2x[0, l]-IntT-*X*
*, Y*)->(X*, Y*)

ï'rh ffte following properties:

(i) A|Sn+2xl-IntT1 a1;
(ii) A|Sn+2x0-IntT0 j8oa0;
(iii) AiVxS1)^ Y^ and A | VxS1 has rhe /orm Kxidsl;
(iv) /3 | Y* is the identity, 0 induces the identity(10) on n^X*, and |3 is a (simple)
homotopy équivalence; and
(v) A induces isomorphisms on intégral homology groups.

The map A will be called a complementary map for the cobordism whose
existence Prop. 2.3 asserts. The map (3 (which could be the identity, of course)
will actually be the identity outside the (n + 2)-cell in a cell décomposition of X#
relative Y*. Further, /3 will actually hâve the property that /32 is homotopic to the
identity relative Y*. Therefore composing A with /3 would change ax to /3a t in (i)
and /3a0 to a0 in (ii).

Proof of 2.3. Given any cobordism VcSn+2x[0,l] from 20cSn+2 to
Xxc:Sn+29 it is a standard fact that there is a tubular neighborhood T=VxD2
that meets Sn+2xf in a tubular neighborhood Tt of 5,xD2, î 0,1. By
hypothesis, we hâve a cobordism which admits a map

whose composition with the inclusion induced maps agrée with 0t, i 0,1, up to
inner automorphisms.

Consider the map g a0Ua1UKxidsi, defined on X0U VxS1 UX^dQ,
where Xx Sn+2 x i - Int Tl9 i 0,1, and Q Sn+2 x [0,1] - Int T. It is not hard to
see that a K exists that makes g a well-defined mapping. The existence of 6

implies that g can be extended over the relative 2-skeleton of (Q, dQ). (This is

shown by an essentially standard argument; note, however, that it involves

<J With respect to a given basepoint m Int X% - X% -
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homotopies of a0 and ax to themselves, relative boundary, that move basepoints
around éléments in tt^Xq) and tt^X^ that map by the surjections 0O and Bx to
éléments of Fm that induce by conjugation the inner automorphisms mentioned in
the preceding paragraph.)

Now let us assume temporarily that 0 is actually an isomorphism; note that it
is automatically surjective, as 0O is. The first possibly non-zero obstruction to
extending g to ail of Q lies in the homology group with local coefficients
Hn+2(Q,dQ; TTn+1X#). By Poincare duality, this group is isomorphic to
Ht(Q, 7rn+1 X*), which is just (m -1) copies of Hi(Q-, Z[Fm])9 as 7rn+1X^ is free
over Z[Fm] of rank m —1. But if 0 is assumed to be an isomorphism, then

H^Q; Z[Fm]) is just Hx of the universal covering space of Q and so trivial.
The only remaining obstruction is an élément o(g, 0) in Hn*3(Q, dQ; rrn+2X^).

The Connecting homomorphism 8 maps Hn+2(dQ; irn+2X^) onto this group, as an
(n + 3)-manifold with boundary has the homotopy type of an (n + 2)-complex.
(Using Poincare duality, one can show that 8 is actually an isomorphism.) Suppose
that p : (X*, Y*) —> (X*, Y*) is any map satisfying (iv) in the statement of 2.3. As
Hn+1(X#, Y*; 7rn+1X^) 0 (either by direct calculation or Poincare duality and
2.1) the only obstruction o(/3) for f$ to be homotopic to the identity relative Y*
liesinH^X^Y^TT^X*).

Let /* be the composite

Hn+2(X0, aX0; 7rn+2 X*) -> Hn+2(dQ, Xx U V x S1; irn+2 X*)

of the excision isomorphism and the natural map. As for 8, /'* is easily seen to be

surjective.
Let g& (}a0Ua1\JKxidsi. Then from the différence and composition for-

mulae for obstructions (see e.g. [Stn]),

Now, a?:Hn+2(XHc, YHî;7rn+2XHc)-*Hn+2(Xo,aXo;7rn+2X3ïc) is also an
isomorphism. This follows easily from 2.1, Poincare duality, and the fact that a0 has

degree one. (Again use of 2.1 and duality can be replaced by a direct calculation.)
We assert that (3 can be chosen with o(/3) arbitrary. In fact, choose a relative

cell décomposition of (X*, Y*) with a single oriented (n + 2)-cell. The (n + 2)-co-
chains for this cell complex, with coefficients in 7rn+2X^, can then be identified
with Homz[Fm] (Z[Fm]; irn+2(X<t)) irn+2X* in the obvious way. Given ye
7Tn+2X#, there is a map |3 : (X*, Y*) -> (X*, Y*), that is the identity outside the
(n-l-2)-cell, such that the différence cocycle for homotopy of (3 to the identity,
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c(/3, id), is precisely y. For example, just compose idv7 with the map (X, Y)—»

(XvSn+2, Y) obtained by pinching the boundary of a smaller (n + 2)-cell to a

point. Of course, o(/3) is just the class represented by c(j3, id). Obviously j3 \ Y*
id and 0 induces the identity on the fundamental group. It is not hard to check

directly that (3 is a simple homotopy équivalence. But instead, note that 7rn+2^*
(Z2[Fm])m"1 is ail 2-torsion, so that /32 is homotopic to the identity, rel Y*. Thus
0 is a homotopy équivalence, and Wh(Fm) 0 (see [Ba]). Thus every co-cycle,
and hence every cohomology class, has the form o(j3).

Therefore, choose p with o(/3) -o(g, 0). Then o(g^, 0) O. Therefore g3

extends to ail of Q; let A be an extension. Clearly A satisfies (i)-(iv) in 2.3. By
Alexander duality, it follows that Xo c: Q induces an isomorphism of intégral
homology groups. By 2.2, a0 also induces such isomorphisms. Therefore by (i) so
does A; i.e., A satisfies (V).

It remains to show that there is a cobordism in which the splitting map 0 is an
isomorphism. So suppose that VcSn+2x[0,1], T, etc., are ail as above, but that 0
is not necessarily one-to-one; of course 0 is onto because 0o(°r #i) is. Let

£i,..., 4 € tt^S"*2 x[0,1]-Int T) be normal generators for the kernel of 0 (see

[Ku]). Of course, Q Sn+2x[0, l]-Int T is parallelizable, as Sn+2x[0,1] is. Let
Q' be obtained from Q by framed surgery on circles representing &, ...,&. In
other words, choose disjoint embeddings S[x Dn+2c: Int Q representing 4, and let
Q' be obtained from the disjoint union of Q -Int Ûï=i S.1 x Dn+2 and (JUi £>2 x
Sn+1 by identifying the corresponding boundary components Sl1xSn+2, l<i<r.
Hère D2 is a copy of a 2-disk, with boundary S,1. This can be done in such a way
that Q' is also (stably) parallelizable [M].

By an application of Van-Kampen's theorem, ttxQ' is the quotient of ttxQ by
the normal subgroup generated by £i> • •, 4- Hence 0 induces an isomorphism
0' : iT\Q' —* Fm. Obviously, the compositions of 0' with the inclusion induced maps
ttxXj —? ttxQ' are the same as the compositions of 0 with the maps TTxXt -» ttxQ,
i 0,l.

Since the circles S^xO represent zéro in homology HX(Q) with integer
coefficients, it follows from the same type of argument as used in [K] that H2(Q)
is a free abelian group generated by r\u i\r say, and that HX(Q') - HX{Q) (=0
by Alexander duality) for 3<i<n. The Hopf séquence tt2(Q')-+ H2(Q')-^
H2(ir1O') H2(Fm) 0 shows that each tj, is spherical, and so they can be

represented by disjointly embedded sphères, as n > 2. Again we can take approp-
riate tubular neighborhoods and perform (interior) framed surgery to obtain a

(stably) parallelizable manifold Q". By gênerai position or Van-Kampen, ttxQ1'

tj^Q", so we hâve 0" : ttxQ" -» Fm, an isomorphism, with the compositions with the
inclusion induced maps from tt^ still unchanged. Again by the same type of
argument as in [K], one calculâtes that HtQ" 0 for 2 < i < n.
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Of course dQ dQ". Let W=Q"UvxSl T. Since Sn+2x[0, l] OLJvxSl T, it
follows from Van-Kampen's theorem that 7TtQ is normally generated by m
meridianal classes, which of course can be représentée! by circles in the boundary
(connected to a base-point). Therefore TTxQn iriQKÇx, ...,£.) is normally generated

by classes represented by the same circles. Hence by Van-Kampen, irxW is

trivial. By the Meyer-Vietoris séquence, it is not hard to see that H,(W) 0 for
1 < i < n. Since n ^2 (so that n >[n/2]), it then follows from Poincaré duality that
W is an fe-cobordism.

Thus, by the h-cobordism theorem, W is diffeomorphic to Sn+2x[0,1], (For
the case n 2, see [S2].) Since any difïeomorphism of Sn+2 is isotopic to the

identity in the complément of any point or cell (by uniqueness of smooth disks in
manifolds), the cobordism, obtained as a composition of inclusions,

VcTcW=Sn+2x[0,l]

is a cobordism of links isotopic(11) to S0^Sn+2 and £aczSn+2. Since 0" was an

isomorphism, this implies that the desired cobordism exists.

§3. An invariant for Fm-links.

Let (JBcSB+2,«) be an Fm-link. Let X Sn+2-IntT, T
tubular neighborhood. Let

a : (X, aX) -> (X*, Y*) (X*(m, n), Y*(m, n))

be a complementary map. Let a0 : (Xo, dX0) -* (X#, Y^) be a fixed complementary
map for the trivial link (Le., a link of m components that bound disjoint disks.)
Note that a0 is a (simple)(12) homotopy équivalence. A complementary normal
cobordism for (2n c SM+2, 0) is defined to be any normal cobordism [Bl] (H, B)
from a0 to a; i.e.,

H:(W;a_W,d+W,ô0W)-(X3rsxtO,l],X3ï£xO,X*xl, Y*x[0,l]),

with a_W X0, d+W X, H|a_W a0, H € d+W a, and B is a stable linear
bundle map from the (stable) normal bundle of W to a bundle over X#x[0,1].
(We assumed fixed an orientation of X*, we require ail normal maps to hâve

11 And so ambient isotopic by isotopy extension.

12Wft(Fm) 0.
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degree +1, and we adopt the convention d(Mx[0, l]) [Mx l]-[MxO] for
oriented manifolds.)

LEMMA 3.1. A complementary normal cobordism always exists.

Proof. Let à and â0 be characteristic maps corresponding to a and a0. Since

they hâve the same degree, they are homotopic; let H1:Sn+2x[0, lj-^Z^xfO, 1]
be a homotopy; i.e. H^x, 0) (ao(x),0), H^x, l) (a(x), 1). Let Bt be a bundle

map, covering Hl9 of trivial bundles. Clearly H \ Sn x{0,1} is already transverse to
£*x[0, 1]. By a small homotopy of Hu relative the boundary, we may assume
that Ht is actually transverse to 2*x[0,1]. Further, it may be supposed that
Hï1(2*xD2x[0,1]) is a tubular neighborhood for H^CS^xfO, 1]), extending
TUT0, and that the restriction of Hx to this neighborhood is an SO(2) bundle

map. (Hère To is a tubular neighborhood of the trivial link. Recall also that

Now let W=Sn+2x[O,l]-Int(H-1(5«xD2x[O,l]). then it is not hard to
check that (Hx | W, Bx | W) (H, B) is the desired normal cobordism. This proves
3.1.

Given an Fm-link (X <=¦ Sn+2, 6), let (G, C) be a complementary normal cobordism,

G : W, d_ W, d+ W, a0 W) ^ (X* x [0,1], X* x 0, X* x 1, Y* x [0,1]),

as above. Then G | d- W is a homotopy équivalence, and G | d± W, by 2.2, induces

isomorphisms of homology groups. G 15(5+ W) is also a homotopy équivalence.
Let <P(=<P(m)) be the diagram

I - I"

be the indicated diagram of intégral group rings of fundamental groupoids, with a
the augmentation map and j* induced by inclusion of the boundary components.
(Thus <£(m) can be identified with the resuit of taking intégral rings in the

diagram

ZU...UZ-^ZU...UZ
I- i

Fm » {e}

It follows by [CS2] that the obstruction

a(G,C)Grn+3(<î>)
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is defined. (Since Wh(Fm) 0, we omit the s or h superscript.) This is the
obstruction(13) to finding (G\C) normally cobordant to (G,C) relative a_WU
d+W, with G' inducing isomorphisms of intégral homology groups and with G'
restricting to a homotopy équivalence on the part of the boundary corresponding
to Y*x[0,1].

Let Ln+zii*) dénote the relative L-group [W] of the inclusion induced map.
By [CS2] this is the same as Fn+3 of the diagram

Z[Fm]-i*Z[Fj.
Hence there is a functiorial map 1^+3(1'*) —» Fn+3(<2>).

PROPOSITION 3.2. Modulo the image of L^O*), the obstruction cr(G, C) is

independent of the choice of complementary normal cobordism and in fact dépends

only upon the Fm-cobordism class of (X <= Sn+2, 0).

Proof. First observe that if (3 is as in Proposition 2.3, then cr(/3°G, j§°C)
cr(G, C) for 0 any bundle map covering j3; j§ is easily seen to exist, with domain
the target bundle of C This équation holds because of functorial properties of this
obstruction [CS2] and because (3 induces the identity on the fundamental group.

Now suppose that (2t c Sn+2, 0J is Fm -cobordant to (X <= Sn+2, 0), and let
(Gî9Ci) be any complementary normal cobordism for (2t c Sn+2, di). Then to

prove 3.2 we must show that

<r(Gl9 Cx)^or(G, C) modulo Image Ln+3(i#).

Write G1:(W1,d_W1,doW1,d+W1)-*(X<lx[0,l],Xa>x0,XJ>xl,YJ|lx[0,l]), as

for G; e.g., d_Wt X0, d+W1 X1 Sn+2-lntT1 a tubular neighborhood of

Let VcSn+2xtO,l] be the type of cobordism of XczSn+2 with Xt^Sn+2
whose existence(14) is asserted in Prop. 2.3. Let Q be the complément of a tubular
neighborhood of V, so that dQ X U V x S1 U Xl9 and let

13 In Chapter I of [CS2] we assumed for simplicity that the "movable" part of the boundary was
connected, but the theory is similar in gênerai. Compare [W, §9].

14 But note the slight change in notation, due to the fact that in the current discussion Xo is used

for the trivial link complément.
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and f$ be as in 2.3, with respect to the complementary maps G | X and Gx \ Xx\
i.e., A\X= G\X and A \ Xx Gl | Xx. In view of the opening observation, it may
be supposed that j3 is the identity.

Let l/=WUxOUx1W1

be obtained from the disjoint union by the indicated identification of boundary
components, Thus dU contains doU doW\JdxVxS1\JaxldoWl and dlZ-Intao^
is just two disjoint copies of Xo.

Let G : Q -* X* x [0,3] be defined as follows:
First, G\W=G. Then G|Q (A,<£), where <t> :(Q,X,X1)-^ ([1, 2], 1, 2) is a

Morse function that restricts to a Morse function (without critical points) on the
boundary. Finally, G\Wl y°Gl, where y(jc, t) (x, 3-f) for xeX*, fe[0,1].
We also wish to find a bundle map C extending C and Cx. Now, G | X is a

homology équivalence and hence induces an isomorphism of stable bundle
théories; i.e., of real X-theory and in particular of Ko and K_x. From this it is an
exercise to check that C exists, at least if one is willing to replace C by 8 ° C, 8 a

stable bundle map bundle map over the identity of X#x[0,1], From the opening
observation again (with (3 identity), such a change doesn't affect <r(G, C); thus it
may be assumed that C exists.(15)

By additivity [CS2] a(G, C) <r(G, C) + <r((A, <f>), C \ Q) - a(Gt, Q). The sign
is due to the reversai of orientation of Wx required to orient U.

But by 2.3(v), (A, <£) induces isomorphisms of intégral homology, and from
2.3(iii) it follows that (A, <f>) restricts to a homotopy équivalence of dQ -
Int (Xo U Xt) with Y* x [0,1]. Therefore, a((A, <f>), C | Q) 0.

Further, the restriction of G to dU-lntd0U is just two copies of the
complementary map of the trivial link, mapping to X*xO and X#x3. Thus this
restriction is actually a (simple) homotopy équivalence. Therefore (G, C) actually
has an obstruction, in Ln+3(i%), which vanishes if and only if (G, C) is normally
cobordant to a homotopy équivalence, relative dU-lntd0U. By naturality,
cr(G, C) is the image of this obstruction under the natural map Ln+3(/#) —>

Fn+3(4>). This complètes the proof of 3.2.

§4. Calculation of Fm-link cobordism

In view of 3.2, the assignment of the obstruction cr(G, C) of a complementary
normal cobordism to an Fm-link induces a well-defined map

p p(m, n) : Cn(Fm) -? rn+3(*(m))/Ln+3(ï*)

5 We may write (G, C) (G, C)Ux dA> <^)» c I O) Ux,-(^i» ci)» taking account of orientation.
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(The use of quotient notation on the right will be justified in §6, when it will be

shown that 1^+3(1*) maps monomorphically to Fn+3(<f>).)

THEOREM 4.1. For n>2, but n^3, the map p(m, n) is an isomorphism, for
ail m. For n 3 it is a monomorphism onto a subgroup of index 2m.

The proof for the case n 2 involves some spécial arguments about low
dimensional normal maps and so will be omitted.(16) For n 3, the image of p is

the kernel of the composition natural map to L5(Z U • • • U Z)( Zm by [SI]) and
réduction mod 2. If one passes to topological links, p extends to an isomorphism
of C]OP(FJ with r6(#)/L6a*), and the quotient Cjop(FJ/C3(Fm) is mapped
isomophically to Z™ by applying the map of [CS1] to each component. This
situation is in fact analoguous to what happens for the case m 1, discussed in
[CS1] and [CS2]. Therefore we will also not discuss in détail the case n 3. The

proof that p(3, m) is monic is almost the same as for higher n.

LEMMA 4.2. For n > 3, let £e Ln+3(y(=Ln+3(i*(m))). Then the trivial m-link
has a complementary normal cobordism, (G€, Q) say, with cr(G€, Q) £

Assuming the lemma, let (X <= Sn+2, 0) and (Xi <= Sn+2, Qx) represent éléments
of CniF,»), n^3, with the same image under p. Let (G,C) and (G1? Ct) be

respective complementary normal cobordisms. By hypothesis,

?,C)-ct(G1,C1)

Let (G€, Q) be as in the lemma. Then the normal cobordism

-(G€,Q)Uxo(G,C)

(see footnote 15 for this notation) is also a complementary normal cobordism for
(S c Sn+2, 0). Note that, as in the proof of 3.2, it may be necessary, in order to
take this union, to alter Q by composition with a bundle map over the identity of
X#; this doesn't change cr(G€, Q). By additivity,

~(Cj€, C€)Ux01^ C)) -ç + ct(Cj, C).

Thus we may assume without loss of generality that <r(G, C) <t(Gu d).
By additivity

cr(-(G,C)Uxn(G1,C1)) O;

16 In fact, C2(Fm) 0.
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hence this normal map is normally cobordant to a normal map (H, B), relative

XUXt (Xx complément of tubular neighborhood Tt of 51cSn+2),

say, with H inducing a homotopy équivalence of B0W with Y^x[-1,1] and an
isomorphism of ail intégral homology groups. Further, by the addendum to 3.3 of
[CS2], it may be assumed that H induces an isomorphism of tt1 W with tt^X*

By the s-cobordism theorem, there exists a diffeomorphism <f>:d0W—»

dTx[-l,l]=5xS1x[-l, 1], with <Mx) (x,-l) for xed0Tad0W. (for n 3

one would use, for example, [S3].) Let U= WlJ+Txl-l, 1]; clearly we hâve

Further, one component of dU, d_Y say, is just Sn+2=T{jaTX and meets

£x[-l, 1] in X^Sn+2. Further, by an agrument involving Van-Kampen's
Theorem, U is easily seen to be simply connected, because H induces an
isomorphism of fundamental groups. By Meyer-Vietoris, it then follows that U is

actually a simply connected h -cobordism. Hence there is a diffeomorphism

*:(l/,d_l/,d+l7)->(Sn+2x[0, l],Sn+2x0,Sn+2xl),

with i/r(x) (x,0) for xe8_l/ Sn+2 and with d+U dU-d.U. Therefore
&(X x [-1,1]) is a cobordism of S <= Sn+2 to the link that is the image of X under
the composite

From the fact that 4>\ is the restriction of <£, it follows easily (e.g., because

Mxl retracts to MxOUdMxI for any M) that <f>i extends to an orientation
preserving map from XxxD2 to XxD2 (recall dX1 21xS1 ôT1). Therefore
([Bl] [LS] see also [Ka]), ^^ extends to a homomorphism À :X*D2-*X1xD2
with k(Xt xO) X xO, that is actually smooth on the complément of a point, say
near the boundary.(17) Thus we hâve the diagram

X^X x DU^1X1-^^S
ik/l XUid Su

17 Actually [Bl] [LS] only consider the case of Sn xS1, but the same arguments apply. Alterna-
tively, by [Bl] [LS] [Ka], <f>l and hxidsi are piecewise linearly pseudo-isotopic, h: %1-+X a P.L.
homeomorphism. The assertion then follows from a standard smoothing theory argument (see [LR]
[HM] for basic smoothing theory.)
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where <o is the indicated composition. In other words, the link Xi<^Sn~*~2 is

obtained from (i/r | d+U)(X)<^ Sn+2 by composition with an orientation preserving
homeomorphism that is a diffeomorphism outside a finite set of points. In
particular the restriction of a> to a smooth disk containing (i(f\d+U)(X) is

isotopic to the identity, by uniqueness of disks. Therefore thèse two links are
isotopic and so cobordant. Hence X c Sn+2 and Xi <= Sn+2 are cobordant; this

proves that p is one-to-one, assuming Lemma 4.2.
To prove that p is surjective (for n >4), the realization theorem 3.4 of [CS2]

will be applied. Let fern+3($W). Let a0 : (Xo, Yo) -* (X*, Y*) be a com-
plementary map for the trivial link as in §3. By the realization theorem, there
exists a normal cobordism (H, B),

H:(W;a_W,a+W,aoW)-(X*x[0,l],X3|ex0,X*l, Y*x[O,l]),

with the following properties: (X d+W)
(i) d_W X0 and H|a_W a0;

(ii) H | X : X —* X* x 1 is 2-connected and induces isomorphisms of homology
groups;

(iii) H|d(a+W):d(d+W)-» Y^xl is a homotopy équivalence; and

(iv) o-(H, B) ^. (This invariant is defined in view of (i)-(iii).)

Now dX M1U- • -UMm, each Mx homotopy équivalent to SnxS\ via the
restriction of H. Therefore H | Mt is homotopic to a P. L. homeomorphism, <f>t

say. Consider (SxD^U+X, where S is the union of m copies of Sn and
<!> <£>! U • • • U <£m. By (ii), Van-Kampen's theorem and the Meyer-Vietoris séquence

SxD2U*X has the homotopy type of Sn+2; hence by the generalized
Poincare conjecture it is P.L. homeomorphic is Sn+2. Hence we obtain a P.L.
(Fm)-link ScSn+2 with complément X and characteristic map a H\X. By
smoothing theory [LR, HM], this link has a smoothing X c Sn+2, with a smoothing
of X as the complément of a tubular neighborhood. In fact, using the normal map
to obtain a tangential retraction of W to X, it follows that this smoothing of X
extends over W. Since Xo has a unique smoothing, a (smooth) complementary
normal map for X c Sn+2 is thus obtained, with obstruction £ This proves that p is

surjective.

§5. The unlinking theorem and Lemma 4.2

THEOREM 5.1. Let Xn^Sn+2, n>3 be an mAink and suppose that
7ri(Sn+2 -X) Fm generated by meridians and ir, (Sn+2 - X) 0 for 1< i < [n/2] 4-1.

Then X c Sn+2 is trivial (Le., the components bound disjoint disks.)
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For m 1, this is the unknotting resuit of [L2] [S3]. The gênerai statement
appeared in [Gl]. We briefly outline a proof of 5.1. Clearly 2<zSn+2 is a

boundary link. Let a : (X, dX) -» (X*, Y*) be a complementary map, inducing an
isomorphism of the fundamental groups, X the complément of a tubular neigh-
borhood of T. One deduces from the hypothèses and Poincare duality that a is a

(simple) homotopy équivalence. (X*, Y*) has the homotopy type of a connected

sum, in the interior, of copies of SlxDn+1. By the splitting theorem of [C], it
follows that X is a connected sum of homotopy S1 x Dn+1. To thèse one can apply
the fibering theorem [BL] to deduce the resuit, provided n>4. For n 3, one
argues essentially as in [S3], using [C] as well as [SI].

Proof of 4.2. First assume n>4. Let a0 : (Xo, dX0) -» (X*, Y*) be a

complementary map for the trivial link. Let ÇeLn+3(i*). By the realization theorem
[W, §9], there is a normal cobordism of a0 to a : (X, dX) —? (X*, Y*), with surgery
obstruction £, where a is a homotopy équivalence. By the same argument as in
the last part of the proof of 4.1 (that p is surjective), it follows that there is an
m-link 5c=sn+2with closed complément X and with a complementary normal

map having (the image of) £ as its obstruction. But by 5.1, such a link is also

trivial.
For the case n 3, the next resuit shows that there is nothing to prove.

PROPOSITION 5.2. Lï(îa|B) 0 for j even.

Proof. For ail / there is the exact séquence [W]

L,(ZU--- UZ)

By définition [W^L^ZU • • •UZ) L](Z) LJ(Z)0- • • 0LJ(Z).By[C],LJ(Fm)
Lj(Z)(B' • '(BLj(Z), where Lj(tt) dénotes the cokernel of the natural map from
L,(e), e the trivial group.

For / even, L,(Z) 0 by [SI] (see also [W]), and also from [SI] L^Z) L,{Z)
for / odd, as Lodd(e) 0. Composed with the isomorphism L}{Fm)

L}(Z)(B- • -(BLj(Z), Lj(i*) becomes theobvious map, and thusisan isomorphism for
/ odd. For / even, Lj(i#) can be identified with the natural map L,(ZU • • UZ)—*
L}(e). This proves 5.2.

§6. Discussion of and proof of Theorem 2

Let 3Fm:Z[Ffn\-J* % dénote the augmentation for the intégral group ring.
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Then (see [CS2]) there is a (natural) ladder of exact séquences:

Ln+3(ZU- • • U Z) -* Ln+3(FJ -+ Ln+3(i*(m)) -» Ln+2(ZU • • • U Z)

For n even, Fn+3(^m) 0, by [CS2]. Further, for n even Ln+2(Fm)-* rn+2(^m) is

injective; for the natural map Ln+2(Fm)-»Ln+2(e) is actually an isomorphism [C]
and factors through the map to rn+2(&m). Thus, by a part of the 5-lemma, the
natural map I^^O^m))-* Fn+3(0(m)) is surjective. (It is actually injective as

well.) Thus we obtain

THEOREM 6.1. For n even, Cn(Fm) 0. Hence (by Prop. 1.3), B(n, m) is also

trivial for n even,

This proves Theorem 2 for the case n even, of course. For n odd, by 4.1 and

5.2, for n5*3 at least,

p:Cn(Fm)-»Fn+3(4>(m))

is an isomorphism. Let Pn+3(3Fm) dénote the cokernel of the natural map from
Ln+3(Fm), as in [CS2]. This equals the cokernel of the map from Ln+3(Z U • • • U Z),
as this latter map factors surjectively through Ln+1(Fm) Ln+3(e). By [SI],
Ln+2(Z U • • • U Z)is just mPn+1, and, by [CS2], Fn42(^m) 0. Thus one obtains

THEOREM 6.2. For n*3 the séquence

is (split) exact.

The séquence is one of abelian groups, given the group structure(18) on Cn(Fm)

provided by the bijection p. From [CS2] and définitions (compare [CS2, §13]) Zk is

easily seen to be given by the Arf invariants (n 4fc - 3) or indices (n 4k +1) of
the components, viewed as knots. In particular, the séquence of 6.2 splits; this is

automatic for the index, and for the Arf invariant, see [CS3,4.8]. Further, the

18 See note 5. One can use 4.1 or 6.2 and the connectivity in 3.4 of [CS2] to obtain connectivity, up
to cobordism. See also the proof of 7.1 below.
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séquence respects the natural action of sim on rn+3(&m) and the trivial one on
mPn+ï. Thus one has Theorem 2, except for n 3. In this case, the image of A is

the subgroup of index 2, and so the resuit is still true for 1/24.
In the case n 3, one obtains precisely the resuit of 6.2 by passing topological

locally flat link cobordism, exactly as for knots.

Finally, let us view the m-fold product C(n, l)x-• • xC(n, 1) C(n, l)m as

contained in C(n,m) and B(n, m) by placement of m knots in disjoint disks. Then
C(n, 1) CniFi) and the above results are natural with respect to the obvious map
rn+3(^i) x • • • x rn+3(9x) -* Fn+3(^) that is induced on the ith component by
mapping Z into the subgroup generated by xr So one deduces

THEOREM 6.3. The isomorphism of 4.2 (or the split exact séquence 6.2)
induces an isomorphism

cn(Fm)/c(n, ir ^rn+3(^m)/(rn+3(^i))m

We leave the reader to work out the détails. An algebraic calculation similar
to one that will be given below can be used to show that the right side is not
finitely generated. Non-splitting follows for boundary cobordism of boundary
links, but it will be proved for arbitrary cobordism in the remainder of the paper.

§7. Detecting éléments of C(n, m)

Let 3Fmab :Z[Fmab]^> Z be the augmentation, where Fmab is the abelianiza-
tion of Fm. Let

dénote the forgetful map, and let /^e:rn+3(^m)-> rn+3(^mab) be the natural map
induced by the quotient projection. Of course, /* induces j*:tn+3(&m)-+
fn+3(^mab); the latter is the quotient of rn+3(^mab) by the image of Ln+3(Fmab)
under the natural map. Let y:Pn+3(&)^> Cn(Fm) be as in Theorem 6.2.

THEOREM 7.1 Suppose n > 1 is odd and m<(n-1)/2. Let Çe tn+3(9m)9 and

suppose thatil9) 8y(i) 0. Then(20) J*£ 0.

19 Og C(n, m) is the class containmg the trivial link
20 Observe also that sdm tnvially on Fn+3(^mab)
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Let At : C(n, m) -> mPn+1 be the map that takes the Arf invariant (n 4fc +1)
or index (n 4fc + 3) of each component. Thus A A1Ô, A as in §6. Then 7.1 and
6.2 imply most of the following:

COROLLARY 7.2. 1/ n is odd and m<(n-l)/2, then the composite
(defined on the kernel of A) induces an epimorphism

Of course, that e is actually onto follows from the fact that /# is surjective
[CS2].

Thèse results can be summed up in a diagram

Q(Fm) ^->rn+3(&

ImS ^ rn+3(&m,ab)@mPn+l^0

1

C(n, m) 0

Note that éléments of C(n,m) can be detected by 7.1 or 7.2, even when

m > (n - l)/2, by first mapping to C(n, m'), m' < (n -1/2) < m by forgetting about
some components. Such a map is obviously surjective, so one obtains at least a

surjection to fn+3(&m>>ab).

Proof of 7.1. Let n 2fc-l. Let (5ncSn+2, 0) be a link representing an
élément in Cn(Fm) in the kernel of A ; i.e., in the image of 7, that also maps to the
trivial élément in C(n, m). Let X be the closed complément of a tubular
neighborhood of X. Then, without loss of generality it may be assumed that
0 : iTxX -* ttxX* Fm is an isomorphism and that rrtX 0 for 1< i < k -1. In fact,
in view of Theorem 4.1, and the définition of p, it follows directly from 3.4 of
[CS2] (with / fc) that every link has such a highly connected représentative. We
leave the détails to the reader (note that n in 3.4 of [CS2] is (n + 2) hère.)

Let(H,B),

H:(W;a_W,d+W,d0W)-^(X*x[0,l],X^xOXî|ïxl, Y*x[0,1])

be a complementary normal cobordism for (Sn <= Sn+2,0), so that d^W
X0,d+W X, etc. Let xeCn{Fm) be the élément represented by (incSn+2, 0).
Then the surgery obstruction,
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vanishes, where we identify Ln+2(Z U • • • U Z) mPn+l. Therefore (H,B)\d0W is

normally cobordant relative the boundary to a homotopy équivalence. This
normal cobordism can be attached to W along d0W; in other words, one may as

well suppose at the beginning that H\d0W:d0W-> Y*x[0,1] is a homotopy
équivalence. In particular, the obstruction r)ern+3(^m) for (H,B) to be

normally cobordant to a homology équivalence, relative the boundary, is defined
[CS2]. If £ is the image of tj in fn+3(^m), then it is clear from the définitions that

x, and £ is the unique such élément, by 6.2. Thus, we must prove that

Recall the définition of tj. By surgery below the middle dimension, it may be
assumed that H is ((fc + l)-connected. Then intersection numbers define a form

<t>:Hk+1(W;ZFm)xHk+1(W;ZFm)^ZFm.

Note that Hk+1(X*; ZFm) 0, so that Hk+x(W; ZFm) is the kernel of H*. Further,
let

be the self-intersection form defined by (H, £); see [CS2]. Then t\ is represented
by the form

aw (Hk+1(W;ZFm),<f>,ix).

Now let V c Sn+2 x [0,1] be a cobordism of Xn c Sn+2 to the trivial link. Let U
be the complément of the interior of a tubular neighborhood of V that meets the

boundary in a tubular neighborhood of dV; thus dl/ XUVxS1UX0. By
Alexander duality, the inclusions Xc(/,Xoc[/ induce isomorphisms on intégral
homology. Thus (see also 2.2), (U, dU) has the same homology as #m (S1 xDn+2,

Let Tm S1 x • • • x S1, and let g : 17 -* Tm induce the composite of 6 with the

quotient mapping Fm -* Fmjab ^T"1. Choose any bundle map c of stable
normal bundles covering g; since both normal bundles are trivial, this exists. By
surgery, (g, c) is normally cobordant to (gl9 cx), relative the boundary, with
g (fe + l)-connected. Let yu n1 be the intersection and self intersection, defined

on Hk+1(Ui\ Z[Fmûb]). Again, j^ is in gênerai defined on the kernel of (g^*, but
HI(Tm;Z[7r1Tm]) 0 of course, for ail i.

Now we assert that the form

aVl A; Z[Fm,ab]), yl9
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actually represents(21) an élément of rn^(&mtab). Thus, Q1-Q6 on page 286 of
[CS2] must be checked (with r\ (-l)n+1, A Z). But Q1-Q5 hold in gênerai for
highly connectée! normal maps of manifolds, by arguments similar to those of [W],
for example. To see Q6, first note that, with R=Z[Fm,ab], Hk+l(UûR)
Hk+2(gi'<> R) via the Connecting homomorphism, by the usual long exact séquence.
Also, Hk^igûZ)^^^^^^), because Hk+1(Tm) Hk+2(Tm) 0 since m<
(n - l)/2 fc - 1. Therefore by Lemma 1.4 of [CS2] we may write

fWlA; Z) Hk+1(l/i; R)®RZ,

where Z has the R -module structure given by the augmentation. Of course, this
identification carries (yl)z <t>1®Z and (iii)z to the usual intégral forms on
Hk+1(l/i;Z).

Thus, it is desired to show that the usual intersection form (e.g., defined by
gênerai position on chains) is unimodular on Hk+1(Ul9 Z). This form is well-
known to be given by

(x, y)-><£*?(*), y>,

€:Hk+1{Ux)-> Hk+1(Ui,dUi) the natural map, D Poincare duality, and
the Kronecker product (évaluation) of cohomology on homology. Since gt is

(fc + l)-connected and Hk+1(Tm) Hk(Tm) 0, Hk+1(Ut) is free and is a

duality pairing (i.e., Hk+1(Ut) Homz (H^U^; Z)), by universal coefficients.
Since dUt dU and H\X:X-*X* induces isomorphism of homology (see

2.2,3.1), an easy argument with the Meyer-Vietoris séquence shows that
Hk+1(dUi) HkidUx) 0. Thus €* is also an isomorphism. Therefore Hk+1(Ui) is

also free, and (yi)z is unimodular; i.e., (Q6) is satisfied.

Next, it is asserted that aUx actually represents the trivial élément in
rn+3(^m>ab). To see this, let (G,C), G:Pn+4-+Tm, be a normal cobordism of
(g, c) to (gl5 cx), relative the boundary. Thus one has dP=U UdUUi, G \ V= g,

G | Vt g!. By surgery, we may suppose that G is (fc + l)-connected. By handle
subtractions, it may also be assumed that Hk+1(P, Ux\ JR) O; i.e., (F, Ux) is

(fc + l)-connected. (See [W, §1] for example.) The effect of thèse handle subtractions

on aUx is to just add some standard kernel over R, so that the élément in
rn+3(^mab) that it represents is unchanged.

Now let K be the image of the Connecting homorphism

Hk+2(P, Ux\ R) — Hk+1(Ut; R).

21 Observe that this is not implied by any of the gênerai results on homology équivalence of [CS2]
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Then as in [W, 5.7] for example, y, and jui, vanish on K, i.e., K satisfies (PSI) of
[CS2, p 2861 To check (PS2), first note that, by 1.4 ot [CS2], Hk+2(Py Vx\ Z)
Hk+2(P, Ux\ R)®RZ. Therefore, it suffices to check that the image of

Hk+2(P,l/i;Z)—Hk+1(l7i;Z)

is a summand of half the rank. To see this, consider the séquence (with Z
coefficients)

0 -> Hk+2(P, I/O -i-> Hk+I(l/O -* Hk+1(P) -> Kk+1(P, I/O 0

On the left, this séquence is exact because Hk+2(P) Hk+1(P, dP), which is in turn
isomorphic to Hk+1(P, U1) 0. This latter isomorphism follows from the exact

séquence of the triple 1/^aPcP, excision, and the fact that (17, al/) has the
same homology as #m (S1 xD"+2, S1 xSn+l). Similarly, Hk+1(P) Hk+2(P,dP)
Hk+2(P, I/O- Thus Hk+1(P) Homz (P, I/O; Z) is free and so the séquence splits; it
also follows that rank Hk-niUJ 2 rank Hk+2(P, I/O. Thus aVi represents zéro in
' n+3\^m,ab)-

Next let Q=W Ux Ux. This dQ is diffeomorphic to the double of Xo. Let
h : X* x / -? Tm induce the abelianization map on fundamental groups. Because

H | X : X -* X* is a homology équivalence and vx is trivial (X c Sn+2), the target
bundle of B is also trivial. (Homology équivalences induce isomorphisms of stable
linear bundle theory, as BSO is a simple space, or, alternatively, by the Atiyah-
Hirzebruch spectral séquence.) Therefore let h be a (stable) bundle map from the

target of B, covering h. Since X ci U induces isomorphisms of homology groups
(and so also of bundle théories again), the bundle map c may be chosen with
c | X (1 °B. Then one also has cx \ X ft °B.

Thus O admits the normal map (h°H, h °B)U(g!, c^ to Tm. Let ?Q be the
intersection form on Hk+1(O; R), and let julo be the self-intersection form defined
by this normal map; it is also defined on Hk+1(Q; R) because Ht(Tm ; R) 0, ail i.

We assert that

«o (Hk+1(Q, R), yo, ijlq)

represents an élément of Ln+3(7r1Tm) Ln+3(Fm)ab).

To see this claim, let f=h°HUg1. Then Hk+1(Q, R) Hk+2(/; K), as

R) 0. Since H is (fc + l)-connected, Ht{h °H, jR)sHt(fi; R) for i<s
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fc + 1, e.g., by 1.4 of [CS2] and a suitable long exact séquence. Similarly, as

7T.X 0 for 1 < i < fc - 1 and 6 is an isomorphism (so that H | X is fc-connected,

Ht(f\ X; R) Ht(h; R) for i<fc. Since gx is also (fc + l)-connected, it now follows
from the Meyer-Vietoris séquence that Ht(f;R) 0 for i<fc + l. Furthermore,
for any i*-module M, Hk+3(h;M) 0. For Hk+3(h;M) Hk+2(Q,M)
Hk(Q,dQ;M)\ the first isomorphism follows from the exact séquence and the

vanishing of Ht(Tm;M) for i>k>m, the 2nd by Poincare duality. But
Hk(Q;M) Hk+1(/;M) 0; the first isomorphism holds because m<k again, the
2nd from what has already just been noted (and 1.4 of [CS2]). Further, dQ is the
double of Xo (Le., ^(X^xfO, 1]) up to homotopy), and it is easy to check in
several ways (even using a cell décomposition, for example), that Hk^^(dQ; M)
0. Thus Hk+3(h;M)-Hk(Q,aO;M) 0. Therefore by [W, 2.3], Hk + ,(Q, R) is

projective. From [Ba], it is therefore stably free. Therefore, after adding copies of
gk+i x gk+i tQ jj^ ^ connected sum, if necessary (i.e., perform trivial surgeries), it
may be supposed that Hk+1(O, R) is free.

To see that yQ is unimodular, recall that its adjoint is given by the composite

Hk+1(Q, R) -!*-> Hk+X(Q, aO; R) — Hk+1(O, R) ^> HomR(Hk+1)Q, R), R),

e(x)(y) (x, y). Again, as dQ is the double of Xo, one easily sees that (* is an

isomorphism, and D is by Poincare duality. Since Hk+1(Q9R) Hk+2(f>R) and

H,(/;jR) 0 for i<fc + l, the analogue 1.4 of [CS2] implies that e is also an

isomorphism. Thus yq is unimodular, and ao represents an élément of

Consider now the map

Ht1T f? \(T\ TT Wf D\ *, U i~\ D\

induced by inclusions of the two subspaces of Q. Note that

Hk+AW;R)^Hk+2(H;R)~Hk+2(H;ZFJ®ZFmR^H^^

The middle isomorphism follows from connectivity of H and 1.4 of [CS2], the

others from an exact séquence and the fact that X* has no homology (or even

cells) in the relevant dimensions. The above map préserves intersections and self

intersections, and therefore induces a map

À * Otu J- (Ofyy ®ZFm R) —* **Q
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of forms, where 1 dénotes orthogonal direct sum. Again, the assumptions on X
imply that H\X is (fc)-connected, so that by arguments as above,
Hk(X; jR)(8)RZ Hk(X; Z), which vanishes by Alexander duality. Therefore, by
the Mayer-Vietoris séquence, \®RZ is surjective.

Both domain and range of À become unimodular when tensored over R with
Z ; this was shown for aUl and aw, and ao is already unimodular over R. A map
of unimodular forms is always injective. Hence À ©R Z is an isomorphism. From
this one easily sees that the éléments of the type x©y©À(x©y) will constitute a

presubkernel [CS2, p. 287] for (aUi JL aw lZFm jR) 1 (~aQ); i.e., this sum repres-
ents the trivial élément in rn+3(â^mab). But so does aVi, and aQ represents an
élément from Ln+3(Fmab). Thus /*(£), represented by aw ©Zpm R> is trivial, as was
to be shown.

§8. Proof of Theorem 1

First note that one has the commutative diagram

x Cnn+3(^tr y-^^ C(n, l)m Cn x

Hère <f> was defined in the introduction, and the unlabeled map is given in §6 (it is

induced on the ith component by mapping Z to the subgroup of Fm generated by
xt). Therefore, from 7.2 (see also 7.3) one obtains the diagram (91 3FltOb)

C(nr^^rn+3(^r © mPn+l

îm 8 (1^rn+3(^ab

where k* is induced on the ith summand by mapping Z to be subgroup of Fmab

generated by the image of xv It is easily seen that k% is a monomorphism, by
considering the various projections ^mab-^ 3^x (i-e. Fmab-^ Z). (In [CS, §13], it is

shown that (e, A,)m is an isomorphism.)

PROPOSITION 8.1. The map (e, At) induces a surjective map

e*: Im Ô/C(n)m -+ fn+3(^m,ab)/fn+3(^r
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Theorem 1 will now be proven by showing that the target of e* is not finitely
generated.

First of ail, since Ln+^Z™) and Ln+3(Z) are finitely generated (e.g. by [SI]), it
sufficies to prove that the quotient rn+3(^m ab/rn+3(^r1)m is not finitely generated.
Let ^:rn+3(^m,ab)->rn+3(^1)m be induced by the projections of Fm,ah Z®
• • ©Z to the various summands. Then it suffices to show that the kernel of i(f is
not finitely generated, for m >2.

Case 1. n + 3 0(mod4)
Let s, t€Fmab be two independent generators. The map to the complex

numbers that sends s and t to e2irl/p and the other generators (if any) to 1

transforms a form a over Z[Fmab] R, representing an élément of rn+3(^mab),
into a Hermitian form ap over the complex numbers. As in [CS5] the assignment

a —? signature of ap

induces a homomorphism

Now consider the forms over R (on a rank 2 free module) given by the
matrices

a(N)=l

an integer. Then a(N) (with the /ut-form given by s-l and N(t-l) on
generators) represents £Nern+3(^mab). The components of iMêv) are easily seen

to be represented by forms of the type

(0 1\ /? 1\
11 J or 11 o>

with /li of the appropriate basis élément also zéro; i.e. iff(^N) 0. It is an exercise

to check that

0 if N(e2irl/p+e-2Wp-2)2-l<0
__2 if N(e2m/p+e-2'nl/p-2)2-l>0

Since (e2iTl/p + e"2w/p-2)2 is a decreasing séquence tending to zéro as p-»00, it
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follows there is a strictly increasing séquence Np so that

f 0 if N^NP
1-2 if N>Nn.

This clearly implies that the éléments fN generate a subgroup of rn+3(3Fmab) that
is not finitely generated.

Case 2. n + 3 2(4). In this case, put

(with fx having values f and s"1 on the generators of this 2-dimensional form).
This time a homomorphism to Z, for each p, is defined by sending s and t to
e2m/p, and other generators to 1, multiplying by V-l to obtain a Hermitian form,
and then taking the signature. An argument similar to case I then shows again
that the éléments £N represented by a(N) contain an infinité subset of linear
independent éléments, and that

Note. One can obtain an explicit construction of non-splittable links by
applying the construction of [CS2,Thm 1.8], to the forms a(N) and the com-
plementary map of the trivial link ((h, c) in 1.8 of [CS2].) From the explicit form
of a(N), it can be verified that any component of thèse links will hâve complément

of the homotopy type of the trivial knot. Hence, it will be trivial, by [L] [S3].
With more work, one can arrange examples in which each proper sublink is

trivial; this requires larger matrices and uses 5.1.

§9. Concluding remarks

For any m-link group tt with given normal generators xl9..., xm ("meri-
dians"), one can define Cn(ir), cobordism classes of links with group tt. Recall

from [K] that tt is an m-link group if and only if it normally generated by m

éléments and H2(tt) 0. An élément of CJtt) is represented by an m-link
Xn c Sn+2, together with a homomorphism tt^S^^-X" -* tt that sends a set of
meridians to xl9..., xm. Similarly, the cobordism relation is defined as it was for
Cn(Fm).

Let 9V : Ztt -> Z be the augmentation. Then, by analogy with 6.2, it is natural

to conjecture that

Cn(Tr)^ïn+3(&J@mPn+l. (9.1)
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The methods of this paper seem potentially capable (with more work) of proving
this resuit, at least in the case that H1(tt) 0 for i>2.

Link groups form a partially ordered set, with tt < irf if there is a homomorph-
ism 7r —> ir1 preserving meridians, up to congugacy. (Use the free product amalga-
mated along meridians to see that given tt and tt\ there is tt" with tt<it'9 it<
it".) Thus, from (8.1), one would get

C(n, m) lim(fn+#,K)emPn+1 (9.2)
¦n

Hère $£„ would dénote the automorphisms of ir that send meridians to conjugates
of themselves. To prove (9.2), of course, it would suffice to hâve 9.1 for a cofinal
set of Tr For example, it would be especially fortunate if the set of tt with H^it)
trivial for i^2 were cofinal.

It would remain to study further the groups Fn+3(&v). For example, to assert
that B(n,m)-+C(n,m) is surjective ("every link is cobordant to a boundary
link") would amount to the assertion that the natural map rn+3(SFm)->

hm (fn+3(^JAO is surjective
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